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solutions
Specialists in door and wall protection.
Supplying a wide range of sectors including
Healthcare, Education, Leisure, Pharmaceutical
and Retail.

Our Values
Our Mission
To provide exceptional
protection products that
enhance building interiors
and minimise maintenance.

Quality
Products made in our own factories by our highly
skilled workforce.
Service
Some of the shortest lead-times for bespoke doors
in the UK. Flexibility and solutions are our bywords.
Reliability
A family-owned business for over 40 years.
We strive to be the most reliable provider in your
supply chain.
Integrity
We promote the enduring values of honesty and
trustworthiness in all our business operations.
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overview
Why partner with us?
We have over 40 years market
experience delivering full turnkey
protection solutions.
Our project management and
dedicated contracts managers provide
exemplary support on all projects from
start to finish ensuring top quality,
service and delivery.
All our products are fully compliant
with current legislation whilst our
in-house design and manufacturing
facilities give us enviable capacity to
bring both excitement and satisfaction
to your project.

SDS Protection Ltd
At SDS Protection Ltd (SDS) we strive to establish unified working
partnerships and demonstrate the power of our advanced supply chain
management.
We believe that understanding our customers is the key to the success
of a project. This is an ethos which is vital to all our clients: Architects,
Contractors, Engineers, Quantity Surveyors, Capital & Estates Managers
and Designers.

Charitable Donations
At SDS Protection Ltd we are
committed to making regular
gifts to a variety of charities;
donations are made to help provide
international humanitarian aid,
educational support, alleviation of
poverty, support of medical research
and assist charities which provide
lifesaving services.

Corporate and social responsibility
SDS Protection Ltd are committed to
the welfare of our stakeholders as well
as humanity at large.
All our commercial activity is
executed professionally and in
accordance with ISO accreditation
for the mutual benefit of all our
customers, suppliers and whole
workforce.
We embrace ethical practice
throughout our business operations,
whilst the safety and protection of
our workforce is paramount. SDS
ensure these standards are maintained
through compliance to legislation,
provision of safety equipment and PPE.

SDS facilities, Hampshire

SDS facilities, Surrey

Environmental responsibility
Products: Amongst other developments,
SDS Protection Ltd have recently
launched Durablend, a new generation
of ecologically sound and recyclable wall
protection products which are PVC-free.
This is a market leading move offering
specifiers and end-users unrivalled
choice.
We also always make it a priority to
source supplies from companies who
comply with the Forest Stewardship
Councils (FSC) Chain of Custody
Standards.
Premises: Supporting our
environmentally friendly product stance,
we are not only introducing electric
vehicles into our fleet but have motion
sensitive lighting in our offices besides
flush-free and rainwater harvesting
technologies in our rest areas. SDS
persistently seeks ways in which to
improve our environmental position.

BM TRADA
Our installation teams are certified to
BM TRADA’s exacting standards.

Launch of the durablend range –
SDS’s unique PVC-free Products

2012

2008

2000

Head Office in Hampshire
expands its manufacturing
space with new extension

2014

Further expansion of SDS
premises to meet volume sales,
production and installation
requirements

SDS moves to new bespoke premises
to cater for growing demand and
continually increasing product range

2010

SDS has to upgrade its premises
to include substantial in-house
manufacturing capabilities to
meet demand

Advent of new PFI hospitals
allows SDS to introduce new
products with immediate success

2005

SDS promotes a new range
of products generating
market expansion across
the South East

A decade where consistent growth
brings more family members into SDS,
strengthening the family ethos

1994

1980

Southern Design Specialities
(SDS) family partnership
becomes VAT registered

1975

1973

Key Milestones

Additional manufacturing
branch opened in Surrey
doubling output capacity
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dFendor

the range
Doorsets encapsulated with lightly textured dFend

The dFendor range has been specifically
developed to satisfy requirements in
the most demanding environments.
At our factories in Hampshire and
Surrey we fabricate the doorsets to meet
industry recognised performance standards
and fire certifications.
Investment in the latest manufacturing
technology has given SDS the ability to
respond quickly, whether the requirement
is a multi-site project or an individual
doorset.
SDS can provide encapsulated
(postformed) dFendors clad in original
dFend sheet or PVC free durablend sheet.
Many customers are now replacing
traditional doorsets with SDS postformed
dFendors. They recognise that the initial
investment is outweighed by the extended
life-span and practicality of these fully
encapsulated doorsets.
In specifying SDS dFendors the
discerning client can take advantage of our
BM Trada certified installation service.

All types of traditional veneers and laminates

SDS Doorsets
Where durability, aesthetics and cleanliness
meet, offering endless opportunities to any
size of project

dFendor

Fully encapsulated
frames and doors

Wide variety of dFendor
vision panel styles

Doorsets encapsulated with dFend Woodgrains
Doorsets encapsulated with smooth Hydroclean

For full details on all of our doorsets visit: www.sdsprotection.co.uk
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extraguard
SDS Door Edge Protection (DEP)
Offering extra protection for the most
vulnerable part of the door.
Stainless steel

Integrated

Surface
mounted

Doors in busy environments can begin
to deteriorate quickly through repeated
accidental collisions.
The result is a raft of secondary issues
that cannot be ignored, including:
Fire Resistance – the fire rating of a
doorset is compromised when tolerances
around the door leaf begin to enlarge
at points of repetitive strikes, thereby
exceeding fire check regulations.
Hygiene – the hygienic integrity of the
door and surrounding areas can be severely
undermined as the door edges splinter and
crumble under impact, exposing unsealed
edges and disseminating flaky deposits
onto nearby surfaces.
Performance – the performance of a
doorset is gradually impaired as impacts
resonate through the door leaf causing
slump, misalignment and ironmongery
malfunction.
SDS extraguard negates all these
threats, protecting your vulnerable door
edges year-on-year.

• Surface mounted or flush fit
• Retro fit or integrated
• Multiple sizes
• Contrasting colours
• Aluminium/Stainless Steel options
• Fire rated options
Flush fit

To find out more about our market leading doorsets
please visit www.sdsprotection.co.uk
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dFend
The original
SDS Thermoplastic Sheet

durablend
In the hands of SDS, dFend thermoplastic
sheet can be used for a variety of other
protection purposes besides door
encapsulation.
dFend sheet can be installed either as
a full or half-height wall covering and its
tough and impact resistant surface will
serve to prevent scuffs and scrapes.
When combined with SDS durablend
profiles it gives an exceptional level of
protection.
dFend sheet can be used to create a
design statement and is available in an
attractive palette of colours. We can also
match to any RAL or Pantone reference
subject to minimum lead-times and order
quantities.

Embedded antimicrobial properties in
dFend ensure protection against the growth
of bacteria and germs thereby assisting
essential hygiene and infection control
throughout its long lifespan.

SDS PVC-Free
Wall Protection
Offering architects and specifiers a new
and fresh eco-friendly PVC-free wall
protection system available in a complete
range of profiles and sheet products.

durablend has been designed to combat
wear and tear in busy environments
whilst setting new standards in both
hygiene and durability.
durablend is an ecologically sound,
PVC-free, recyclable product which is
supported by stringent fire ratings.
durablend is also impregnated with antibacterial additives. It can truly be described
as unique – offering protection at both the
macroscopic and microscopic levels!

durablend wall sheet,
with crashrails and
cornerguards

durablend bedlocators
Standard finish

Cashmere finish

Cashmere finish
For full details on SDS dFend sheet
visit: www.sdsprotection.co.uk
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For full details on durabelnd wall sheet and profiles visit: www.sdsprotection.co.uk
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hydroclean
SDS Hydroclean

IPS panels
SDS provides a fully integrated design
approach using the potential of
dFend or Hydroclean to encapsulate
IPS units, panels and boards.

A versatile and hygienic wall
cladding system suited to wide
range of sterile and wet areas.
Hydroclean is a very practical cladding
product that provides an impermeable layer
over walls, doors, doorframes and ceilings.
With its anti-bacterial impregnation and
inherently resilient core it admirably protects the
environment into which it is fixed.
Hydroclean is the perfect wall finish for
operating theatres, laboratories, kitchens,
showers, bathrooms, pharmaceutical areas and
leisure environments.
SDS can take care of your installation
requirements with our own approved installers.

Hydroclean is available in:
• White, Pastel & Vibrance Colours
• Image Series (as pictured) ??
• Colour match service available
Hydroclean can be supplied with luminescent
way-finding strip

A unique opportunity to augment a scheme with
co-ordinated panels that offer the same longevity
and benefits as high performance Hydroclean
wall cladding.
Smooth finish
For full details on Hydroclean and our IPS Panels visit:
www.sdsprotection.co.uk
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other solutions
Stainless Steel, Rubber
and Timber Products from SDS

The Extra Mile
SDS Protection offer a wide range of tailor made
solutions when you need something a little different.

Timber Rails
Our high quality timber handrails in beech,
maple, oak and ash give your project a
distinctive appearance. We have a range of
stainless steel or timber return-to-wall end
caps and a selection of mounting options.

Stainless Steel and Rubber Products.
SDS supplies a comprehensive range of
stainless steel corner guards and crashrails.
These products are inherently tough yet fully
compatible with food preparation areas.
SDS also has an extensive portfolio of
rubber profiles for extreme environments.
These are well suited to back-of-house
locations and can resist extremes of
temperature and collisions from motorised
equipment.

For full details on all of our tailor made solutions visit: www.sdsprotection.co.uk
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Solving problems is not so difficult.
The trick is getting them to stay solved!
SDS Protection Limited
Wyck Crossroads
Anon
Binsted Road | ALTON
HANTS | GU34 4NT
T: 01420 543222
F: 01420 543355
sales@sdsprotection.co.uk
www.sdsprotection.co.uk
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